U.P. Finals
Boys Tennis Division 2
Wednesday, May 30, 2012 – Iron Mountain High School

Team Results
1. Ishpeming Westwood – 16
2. Iron River West Iron County – 15
3. Iron Mountain – 10
4. Gwinn – 6
5. Munising – 5
6. Ishpeming – 1
7. Norway – 1

Singles Results

#1 Singles
Finals:
Austin Waara (WIC) def. Andrew LeSage (Westwood) 6-1, 7-5
Semi-finalist:
Ty Thomann – Iron Mountain
Noah Ackerman – Munising

#2 Singles
Finals:
Derek Reetz (Gwinn) def. Caleb Pellizzer (WIC) 6-2, 6-1
Semi-Finalist:
Josh Beauchamp – Iron Mountain
Jarrett Davidson – Westwood

#3 Singles
Finals:
Tyler Quayle (Westwood) def. Adam Newby (WIC) 6-4, 3-6, 6-1
Semi-Finalist:
Jesse Mottes – Gwinn
Sawyer Kujala – Iron Mountain

#4 Singles
Finals:
Alex Rolston (WIC) def. David Bonetti (Westood) 6-2, 2-6, 6-2
Semi-Finalist: Micah Heath (Gwinn) and Nick Cecconi (Iron Mountain)
Doubles Results

#1 Doubles
Finals:
Gerry Pirkola/Max Frorenza (Iron Mountain) def. David Decet/Joe Paquette (Munising) 6-2, 7-5
Semi-Finalist:
Ryan Rogers/Andrew Peterson – WIC
Tanner Truscott/Zach French – Westwood

#2 Doubles
Finals:
Henry Hakamaki/Taylor Huotari (Iron Mountain) def. Sean Gustafson/Tyler Capadagli (WIC) 2-6, 6-2, 7-6 (3)
Semi-Finalist:
Cam Davis/Mathias Hansen – Ishpeming
Matt Annala/Krister Edmark – Westwood

#3 Doubles
Finals:
Quinn Leroy/Michael Ostlund (Westwood) def. Joel Schramm/Nick Cercone (Munising) 6-2, 6-1
Semi-Finalist:
Tor Thorne/Sam Vanderlin – Norway
Connor O’Donnel/Alec Schmelebech – WIC

#4 Doubles
Finals:
Derek Wing/Josh Nicholas (Westwood) def. Joey Pisoni/Max Maloney (WIC) 6-2, 6-3
Semi-Finalist:
Mason Bruce/Eric Asplund – Gwinn
Danny Willman/Mark Beauchamp – Iron Mountain